BUNGWALL BUCKET 2019

–

The lead up to this event was 2 ladies [Cathy and Fe] who decided that
paddling their new flotation toys was too hard to paddle and decided to try
their luck at hoisting an umbrella on the downwind run.
With a guaranteed NE breeze to be around for the next couple of days a
challenge/I’m better then you/I want to try that vibe a meeting was called
early in the morning and some ground/race rules were issued as listed below,
and it was on!!

This is the Bungwall bucket event for 2019. These rules can be interpreted as
you see fit.
- Vessels can only be propelled by the wind (no in water propulsion) Kayaks
only crash start.
- 1 entry per club membership.
- Female operators only.
- Life jackets must be used.
- Garry is the race organisers.
- Rick is the equipment auditor.
- Nev is the time keeper.
- Kev is the protest committee.
- Barry(aka crash) is the rescue director.
- Scott is the national parks representative.
- Down wind event only
- 3pm start but competitors must be at the start line at 2.45 Insurance must
be paid up
- Sail number must be visible
- Results issued by committee at 0005hrs on the 1/1/2019
- Competitors enter at their own risk and the NHTYA Do not sanction this
event. These rules can be altered at any time.

Now don’t let it be
said that this did not
turn out to be a sheep station event
The fleet consisted of over 30 entries and no one sank or was injured but it was
so much fun that there was a recall of all boats just to give the men a try. You
had to be there.

And the photo finish went to
Emma with the plastic bags
!!!!

